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After fighting cancer together
Bill & Pat Duckett enjoy a
walk in the community park
near their home in Riddle, OR
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Love, connection, commitment, and faith in God
combined with an undeniable positive attitude
have kept Bill and Pat Duckett happily married
for 52 years. While Bill was working for Roseburg
Forest Products, he served on the Riddle City
Council for 16 years. He was elected Mayor of
Riddle in 1994 and is currently serving his 25th
year. Pat manages the Riddle Community Center
which is across the street from City Hall. “We have
always done everything together,” Pat explained
as she showed a few pieces of the artwork she and
Bill have created over the years.
It was late in December of 2016 when a routine
mammogram screening revealed something out
of the ordinary. The biopsy results confirmed
Pat’s fear. She was diagnosed with breast cancer.
Fortunately, Pat’s breast cancer was a very rare
type called invasive mucinous carcinoma. “My
doctor informed me that if you are going to have
breast cancer, this is the one you want to get
because it has the best prognosis. With this type
of cancer, the cancer cells were contained within
a mucous sack,” Pat told us. The treatment plan
for Pat included a partial mastectomy followed by
radiation and hormone therapy.
Two weeks after Pat’s surgery, Bill brought home
news that he had been diagnosed with prostate
cancer. Her first words were, “you are carrying
this togetherness way too far.” Like everything else
in their lives, this amazing couple realized that
fighting cancer was something they would also
do together. “Our daughter tried very hard to get
us to go to Eugene for surgery and treatment. We
told her no, it would be counterproductive to spend
half a day traveling to Eugene when we have all
the facilities here in our area and the people here
are so nice to work with. Our doctor told us the
Community Cancer Center is state of the art. They
have radiation therapy technology at CCC that
only existed in one other facility in Oregon, ” Bill
and Pat explained.

Following Pat’s partial mastectomy Pat’s treatment
plan included 37 radiotherapy treatments while
Bill’s prostate cancer treatment plan required
45 radiotherapy treatments. After their first
treatments, which were at a different time of day,
CCC’s technician asked to speak with Pat. “They
told us, it makes no sense for the two of you to be
scheduled at separate times. Would it be alright
if we scheduled the both you at the same time?”
said Pat. Thereafter, Bill and Pat arrived together,
were treated at the same time and then returned
to Riddle to take on their civic responsibilities
together.
Pat explained that many of her relatives had
cancer which increased her risk factor. She
continued to say “When I was diagnosed, I was

“Laughter is medicine
for the soul”
scared. Cancer changes your life forever. You just
have to find something to laugh about and move
forward.” Bill added, “laughter is medicine for the
soul,” as they smiled widely at each other. Bill
believes in the adage that 95% percent of things
that you worry about never come to fruition and
the other 5% you can’t really control. So why
worry? “Worry is a stressor that will do negative
things to your body,” He added.
Pat completed her final radiation treatment in May
of 2017 while Bill continued treatment until August.
Pat will continue Hormone therapy for the next
8 years. Both have remained cancer free and are
back to their daily routines which includes taking a
daily walk along Cow Creek near their home. They
have tried to remove sugar from their diet but often
treat themselves to a chocolate chip frappe.
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